
Proper Specification:
1. Carpet Colour - In heavy traffic areas such as entrances, a

darker colour will retain its appearance longer.
2. Survey Your Facility and determine heavy, medium and light soil

traffic areas and choose your carpet accordingly.
Heavy - Outside entrances, corridors, elevator lobbies,
stairways and main aisles.
Medium - Secondary aisles, office spaces, meeting rooms and
atriums.
Light - Back offices, conference rooms and executive areas.

3. Preventative Maintenance - For long term appearance, plan
areas to trap soil before it reaches the carpet. Provide
adequate walk-off matting at all building entrances. These
should be used year round for wiping soil and water.

Routine Cleaning - Vacuuming
1. Equipment - Use a dual motor upright vacuum with a beater-

bar or brushes with high suction. Low settings are acceptable
due to the carpet being highly abrasion resistant.

2. Method - Slow deliberate vacuum-passes are more effective. A
minimum of four passes, forward and back, are recommended
for effective dirt removal.

3. Frequency
Carpet Area Vacuuming
Heavy Traffic ➞ Daily
Medium Traffic ➞ Every other day
Light Traffic ➞ Once or twice a week

Spots & Stains
1. Remove spills and stains immediately.
2. Solid substances should be removed first with a spoon.
3. Liquid spots can be dabbed with white blotting paper, repeat

the dabbing until blotting paper is no longer wet.
4. If spot is still visible, use a carpet spot remover (use as little as

possible) and dab spot simultaneously with wet cloth or
sponge.

5. Never use commercial stain removers which could penetrate
through the backing and damage the carpet.

6. Do not walk on the wet spot.
7. For more difficult stains, contact your sales representative.

If possible, establish a “hot line” for employees to call for
immediate response to spills. Spot cleaning should be done
daily. The best time to identify stains is during regular
vacuuming.

Deep Cleaning - Restoring
1. Equipment - Hot water extraction is the most effective method

of removing deep soil. Units with heavy water pressure (PSI)
and strong suction (water lift) are recommended for best
results. Water temperature should not exceed 160oF.

2. Method - When extracting, do not “over wet” the carpet and
extract as much water as possible with dry passes following
the final wet pass. Avoid cleaning chemicals which leave
residues. Remaining residue can attract soil and cause more
frequent cleaning.

3. Frequency
Carpet Area Hot Water Extraction
Heavy Traffic ➞ Minimum four times per year
Medium Traffic ➞ Minimum twice per year
Light Traffic ➞ Once per year

Monitoring Your Carpet
Do a walk through inspection of all areas monthly. For
optimum appearance and protection of your carpet, it may be
necessary to adjust the frequencies of vacuuming, spot
cleaning and extraction.

Super Nop Product Specifications
Face fibre 100% ASOTA®

Dye Method Solution dyed Polypropylene fibres
Face weight 1750 gr/m2   (52 ounces per square yard)
Backing Eco-DI-back® natural-synthetic composite rubber
Total weight 3200 gr/m2 (94 ounces per square yard)
Width 200 cm  (6’ 7”)
Length 21 m  (69”)
Total Thickness 12.5 mm  (0.5”)

These products meet C.G.S.B. standards for Methenamine Pill-Test.
All ViFloor products meet ISO 9002 Certification.
Manufactured in the Netherlands

Needlepunch Maintenance Schedule for Commercial Installation
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12. 1161 Rosewood
13. 1110 Chocolate
14. 1152 Autumn
15. 1160 Garnet
16. 1135 Burgundy

17. 1130 Red
18. 1116 Savanne
19. 1105 Natural
20. 1115 Beige
21. 1106 Desert

FOR EXTRA
HEAVY
CONTRACT USE

H Heavy duty needle punched matting product with hobnail pattern
H Made with 100% Asota® solution dyed polypropylene fibers and can

be installed indoors as well as outdoors
H Spike and skate resistant and impervious to many chemicals such as

caustic soda, chlorine, petroleum products, ice melters and salts
H Use where heavy traffic demands extra durability in matting product
H Permanently anti-static
H Mold and mildew resistant and easily cleaned by vacuuming, hosing

or hot water extraction
H Holds approximately 7 litres of water per

square yard
H Arrows on backing indicate pile     

direction for installation
H Passes C.G.S.B. Standards   

for flammability (Pill Test)12.
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H Logos are graphic inlaid and can be designed from graphic art,
a business card or letter head

H Logos are permanently incorporated into background colour
H Logos enhance your matting installation and greet your visitors
H Logos are a cost effective way to keep your image in front of

your customers
H Logos can be reproduced in any of the colours shown in

this catalog

CUSTOM INLAID
LOGO WORK

AVAILABLE

1. 1120 Charcoal
2. 1175 Rainbow
3. 1143 Dark Blue
4. 1145 Mid Blue
5. 1140 Blue
6. 1127 Dark Grey

7. 1154 Loden
8. 1150 Green
9. 1151 Hunter Green
10. 1118 Taupe
11. 1155 Seagreen
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